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4. I hope my fellow representatives will forgive me
Page if I seem rather peE'9imistic in comparing 1947 With

1957. But I can assure you that the peoplo and the
Government of Brazil continue to believe, as .a: do,
that it is here, in the United Nations, that the peace
ful solution of regional and world problems and con
flicts can and must be achieved.

5. Brazil represents a large part ,)f the territory,
the popUlation and the natural wt1alth of the Americas.
We are undergoing a phase of intense development.
As a people, we have no aspirations that might sur
pass the bounds of our possibilities, of 0\11' frontiers
or of our peaceful and pacifying traditions.

6. For more than a century, we have clung to the
principles and comrn-itments of Pan-Americanism,
which have welded our continent, not only into a single
territorj, but also into a single way of thinking, a

1. Mr. ARANHA (Brazil): Mr. President, it gives me single sentiment and even a unit~d international atti...
a special pleasure to be the fi::st today to applaud tude. Pan-Americanism has been integrated into the
your el~ction to the pres~.dency of this session of the United Nations in order that it may be a servant of
General A8s~mbly, a tribute to your personal qualities world peace. The organization of the continentalfamily
and to YOllr devotion to the United Nations, and to the has endeavoured always to serve the interesta and the
constant and valuable support of your country to the progress of the entire world. Of the many tho\'!sands
tasks of our Organization. or millions of dollars expended by .America through...
2. It is ten years since I had the honour of being with out the world in the years follOWing the establia,hment
you and, indeed, of :presiding over the discussions in of the United Nations, a very minor share was allotted
the Assem.bly. On rett\rning, after a decade, it is with to the countries on our continent. Our various Govel'n
gre~,t emotion that I find here the same endeavour to ments suppo,.ted and even applauded the decision of an
serve our great ideal, inspiring mynewly-metfellow- American nation to expend in aidtoWesternand East
workers as well as those among the old companions ern Europe, anc. to Asia itself, huger S\l',ms in one
who have returned, like myself, to the scene of our year than it had uKlUe in an entire decade of co-opera
joint labours. Ten years ago a hard war had ended, tion with its sister nations on the continent. This
and in the United Nations our main concern and con- attitude of the United States toward areas, overseas
versations were about peac~. Todaoy/, when peace is did not impair the spirit of Pan...Americanism. It was
needed as never before in order that nw,nkind may sur- construed rather as a reaffirmation of its world-wide
vive, the talk is almost only of war. It is common significance. It never was the purpose of the founders
lmowledge that in that epace of time, instead of dis- of our system to create a prosperous and happy
arming, the nations not only have ~ontinued to arm continent disregarding poverty and unhappiness else..
themselves at an increasing rate, but they have even where in the world. Only Governments that ara not
created dreadful weapons which a few great Powers truly and intimately democratic can seek to promote a
practically monopolize. It would seem that the grim kind of welfare that is not for all.
privilege of casting the 'lot for war or for peace lies 7. It was for this reason that, in the middle of the
in the hands of those who command the newly developed war, the American cauntries ga."le ~upport to the
source of energy or who may command it in future. establishment of international agencies whose main ob
It might be faared~ consequently, that conditions would jective would ha to expedite the :r-ecovery of the devas
be established which would ~rmit the existence of tated al'eas. To this end, they contributed the best of
world dictatorships under the very shadow of the United the resources at their disposa,1. The international
Nations, in a complete negation of the spirit which financial organization c:.:eated at the United Nations
brought. about the :oise of this Organization. Monetary ami Fin"ncial Conference held at Bretton
3. A new way of li!.e is thus being imposed UpC'l1 the Woods in July 1944, and in which all the American
peoplep of the world. Instead of the promotion of nations have a share, included the International Bank
securhl and mutual confidence between nations, and of for Reconstruction and DevelopMent. It was given two
growth in !ndividual well-being and equality, we are equally important rnissions= on6, that of reconstructing
still confronted by controls and obstacles to a full the war-torn areas, Wld the other, a 10ng-rBnge one,
juridical, economic and social communion. As indi- that of providing assistance to econoli.,.l,cally under
viduals and as peoples we r\Ln the risk of becoming developed countries.
today less free, less equal, and even less peaceful. 8. Today, we see not only
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suffered the most under the impact of war are en- here will be in vain, and the problems of the world
tirely reconstructed, 'but also that they have ind.eed will multipl37 in pace with a trend towards an even
surpassed their own pre-war levels, while the other more armed travesty of peace and an aggravation of
nations actually show a decrease, both in public and misery, of hardship and of fear of those very con
in indiVidual revenue, when their demographic growth fUcts which we have setourselvestoeUminatefoX'ever
is taken into consideration. I do not mean to say that from the life of the peoples.
one economic level should apply to all nations aUke, 13~ I am here to continue the series of efforts which
but rather that there is a limitbeyondwhich inequality you, Mr. President, and my predecessors have made
can jeopardize world communion. Retu:rning, however, during other sessions of the GeneralAssembly. Those
to the subject of recovery from war-wrought havoc, efforts are pledged., as they have been in the past, to
we see that some of the reconstruGted nations have
even initiated investment programmes aiming at the the achievement of the purposes and objectives of the
economic development of other areas. It is an unde- United Nations, in order to help in the solution of all
niable fact that the task of reconstruction was fully international problems, along the lines laid. down by

the Charter, as so ably summarized by the Secretary-
accomplished. General in his last report on the work of the Organi-
9. The moment ha.s come, therefore, for the United zation [A/3594 and· Add.l].
Nations to giv~ the necessary em~hasis, through its 14. Such is our taSk, our mission and our duty. The
specialized agencies, to the probb\ms of development best incentive for each and every one of us is the
and of economic and social balance. In the specific assurance that men and women in all regions of the
case of the International Bank, for instance, it is world look upon the United Nations for guidance and
imperative that devel09ment should benefit from the aid, as tha last hope for peace and security. It may
priority heretofore given to recovery. not always be possible for us to achieve our aims,
10. I feel sure that the point of view which I have but the fact carries weight that our Organization can
expr"ssed in regar .... to this problem is not only that be present wherever might tries to masquerade as
of my country butalso that of all the American peoples. right. We may faU short of our task, but the United
However, we are not a "bloc", nor do we want to be Nations must keep f?rging ahead.
one. The American RepUblics are not led by asp~ra- 15. I cannot believe that, even in this troubled world
tions of an exclusively continental nature. Ours are of ours, anyone could possibly wish to see the doors
well defined ways of political thought, of living, of of this house closed without feeling that the shadows
being, and of conducting international relationships. of war would be descending upon the nations to darken
11. I return today :'0 your midst with the same man- forever the relationsildps between peoples Qj"d the most
date from my Government and with the same faith cherished hopes of JIUmkint;l.
in our Organization. Theproblemswhichconfrontus-- 16. Mr. DULLES (United States of America): It has
such as the wider acceptance of the compulsory juris- been my great privilege to participate in work of the
diction of the International Court of Justice, the equa- United Nations since its beginning. I am happy today
lity of nations, the self-determination of peoples, the to continue that association by taking part in the gen
emancipation of areas under trusteeshlp, the regula- eral debate of this, the twelfth, session of the General
tion, limitation and balanced reduction of armaments Assembly.
and armed forces, as well as economic an.d social
development, technical assistance and so many others 17. The last year h::..s seen the creation of an im
-- should not be looked upon as being too great or too portant new international agency, the International
small, too difficult or too easy, or, still less, as Atomic Energy Agency. I recall, as will all of us
insolubl~. '1"hey are the same problems of mankind, who were here on 8 December 1953, the inspiring
Gver cropping up, which man will have to solve if he address of Mr. Eisenhower, the President of the United
wishes to survive. Most of these prohlems have arisen States. We must, he said, find the way "by which the
because of our lack of foresight. It is up to us to miraculous inventiveness of man shall notbe dedicated
solve them. To men of good Will, a Irllstake is tempo- to his death, but consecrated to his life" [470th meet
rary and may well serve afJ a stimulus to better ing, para. 125]. To that end he proposed the creation
thought and action. of an international atomic energy agency. To realize

that vision has not been easy. There were serious
12. The exacerbation of nationalism in the world, initial obstructions. It has taken four years of pa_
for instance, is an effect, not a cause. Lack of under- tience, firmness and diplomacy to achieve our goal.
standing, inequitable distribution of economic and £1- But now at last that goal is achieved.
nancial resources and of production and surpluses:
all these have created that and other justiUableforms 18. Other major activities of the United Nationsdur
of national and popular vindication. The less-developed ing the past year have been in relation to Egypt and
peOpleEJ, as well as those which, like Brazil, are in Hungary. I do not review these at this time, as they
thf process of development, should not really be aTe fresh in the minds of all of us. I would, however.,
blamed for the present trend towards misb'ust, to- recall that when I discussed these matteJ:'~, at the
wards misbelief in fair and rational world co-operation. first emergency special session of the General ASl"
It is natural that each people should wish to be the sembly [561st meeting], I referred to Article 1 of our
master of itself and of its own destiny, to Uve with Charter, which calls for peaceful settlements "in
and for all the others instead of depending upon them. conformity with the principles of justice and interna··
It is not our wish to impoverish the rich or to weaken tional law". I then expressed the hope here tlul~t we
the strong. We want an equilibrium of power and a might in the future do more to give vitality to that
fairer access by all peoples to the instruments of prin.ciple. Unhappily, there is today much injustice in
prosperity and to thG sources of the well-being of man- the world. The forcible partition of Germany is ona

.kind. If we depart from such an orientation, our work injustice that comes instantly to mind. There also
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UnitEtd States and Canada. There are a few United
States bases in other areas, ~.nd, as I said at the
Geneva Conference in 1955, tht~ United States would not
obje(~t to their being opened a~.s() to inspection. If the
Sovic~t Union prefers to start only on a modest anrl
experimental basis, Canada, Denmark, Norway and the
Unib~d States unite in offering such an area in the
north. Willingness is also expres~ed to have a small
lnitl;ll zone in E°.:lrope. Thus, the joint proposals deal
with what all recognize to be the threshold difficulty,
lack of trust and the danger of surprise attack.
25. Secondly, the joint proposals tackle the ;problem
of nuclear weapons. They provide that, once an ade..
quatc~ control system is established, no fisuio\1able
material shall ever again be produced for weapons
purposes, and that existing fissionable mab!!riulavail
able for weapons will be regularly reducad by trans
!ers to non..weapons purposes. Most e,,:pertl~, including
thOSEI of the Soviet Union, agree that therlB iA no de..
penwLble way to control existing stocks of nssionable
mate:rial and to exclude their clandestine use. But we
believe thaf it is possible to assurp- that no i:issionable
matelrial hereafter produced shall be used for weapons
purpcJlses. That we propose to assure, and, surely that
is wo:rth doing.
26. In the third place, the joint proposals call for
suspending the tGsting of nuclear weapons for two
years and thereafter if other aspects of the pl'ogramme
are moving forward as agreed.

27. F'ourthly, the joint proposals would eSltablish a
study of outer space to the end that it shall be used
only for peaceful, and not for miUtal"'J purposes. The
Soviet Union has announced that it has discovered
ways to use outer space to wreak vast deistruction
anywhEtre. That is no new discovery. The UnitE.d States,
too, knows how that can be done. Our task :ls to see
that it jts not done.

28. Ftnally, the joint proposals also contemplate be
ginning to reduce the numbar of armed forlces and
putting a part of the present stock of armaments into
internationally supervised der.i>ts.
29. Let me say hare a fe'N words about the much
debated matter of testing. We seek, by exper,tments
now carefully controlled, to find out how to elbn1nate
the hazardous radio-active materiJ.l now incidel1t to
the explosion of thermo-nucle9.r weapons. AIslo, we
seek to make nu('.lear weapons into discriminating
weapons, suitable ior defence against attacking troops,
submarines and bombers, and for the interception of
intercontinental missiles.
30. The Soviet Union seems not to want the character
of nuclear weapons thus to be refined and changed.
It seems to like it. that nnclear weapons can be stig
matized as "horror" weapons. Does it calculate that,
under these conditions, Governments subject to moral
and religious influences will not be apt to use them,
and that the Sodet Union. not itself subject to mOl"al
or religious restraints, would thereby gain a special
freedom of action and initiative as regards su(~h

weapons? And does the Soviet Union not want nuclear
weapons to be refined into effective defenSive weapons
which could repel an agg'ressive attack by those who
control the most manpower?

31. We want to reduce, to the maximum extent pos
sible, the danger of surprise attackand thus the danger
of 'War itself. We want, to the maximum extent pos-

seems to be reluctance on the part of many Members
to conform to Article 36, which says that "legal dis
putes should as a general rule be referred by the
parties to the International Court of Justice". If there
is anyone thing which history demonstrates, it is
that it is impossible to preserve peace indefinitely
unless that peace is based upon justice and upon la,'w.

19. I speak now of limitation of armaments. It io
one of the essential tasks which the Charter lays
upon the United Nations. To limit armaments is at
best a difficult task. The inherent difficulties a.re to
day intensified by acute distrust. To make matters
still more difficult, there are now in existence new
weapons the control of which cannot be assured by
any scientific means. The Soviet Union, in its proposal
of 10 May 1955, pointed out that it was impossible to
preclude "the clandestine manufacture of atomic and
hydr~gen weapons". Therefore, it concluded:

"Until an atmosphere of trust has been created in
rslations between States, any agreement on the insti
tution of international control can only serve to lull
the vigilance of the peoples. It will create a false
sense of security, while, in reality, there will ~ ...
the threat of surprise attack...." [09/71, anne-,r 15,
~]

So speaks the Soviet Union.
20. We agree on the need for "an atmosphere of
trust". But how shall we create it? One way is for the
gl'eat military Powers to demonstrate, by their con
duct, that they live up to their pledges expressed in
our Charter. Unhappily, that basis for trust is lack
ing. I need only recall the Assembly's recent reso
lution [1133 (XI)] dealing with the tragic fate of Hun
gary.
21. There is, however, another way to establishcon...
fidencG, and that is for the great military Powers to
accept such reciprocal inspection as will in fact make
it unlikely that there could be the "surprise attack" of
which the Soviet proposal spoke. Then we shall not
have to trust each other's word, or each other's in
tentions. Bad faith would be so vulnerable todetection
tllat it would not become a profitable tactic even for
those so inclined. That is the concept which underlay
President Eisenhower's "open-skies~ proposal [DC/
71, annex 17] made at the Conference of the Heads
Of Government of the four great Pow9rs held at Geneva
in 1955. That concept instantly won world-wide ac
~laim and it has been endorsed by the Assembly
[resolution 914 (X) • It is the heart of the joint pro..,
posa s~ 11 annex 5] upOn which four of the fiVEt
members of the Sub-·Committee of the Disarmament
Commission ,Ilgreed last month.

22. I shall describe briefly these joint proposals,
for they Will, no doubt, 1igure largely in the delibera
tiuns at this twelfth session of the Assembly.

23, First, the joint proposals would provide recipro
cal inspection to safeguard against surprise attack.
President Eisenhower had proposed to do this by aerial
inspection. Mr. Bulganin and Mr. Khrushchev had pro
posed land inspedion. The joint proposals combine
the two types of inspection.

24. With respect to initial zones of inspection, the
joint proposals give the Soviet Union a widA choice.
U it will permit inspection of the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe, it can i.~Si)Oct all areasfroDlwhlch it
professes to fear attack: that is, Western Europe, the
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sible, to stop the future use of fissionable material
for weapons purposes. Wa want existing stock piles of
nuclear weapons to start on their way downwards. We
want to end the risk that nuclear weapons will spread
promiscuously throughout the world, giving irrespon
sible pElrsons a power for evil that is appalling even
to contemplate.

32. But if the Sov:l,et Union rejects inspection against
surprise attack, if it rejects a world-wide system to
end the production of fissionable material for weapons
purposes, if it rejects co-operation to prevent the
promiscuous spreading of nuclear weapon,:; through
out the world, if it refuses to start a reciprocal
reduction of existing stockpiles of such weapons, then
we doubt that it is prudent to forgo efforts to make
nuclear weapons into discriminating defensive weapons
substantially fl'ee of radio-active fall-out.

33. It is, of course, ess:antial that experimentation
with nunlear weapons should not itself ca.rry a threat
to human life. The United States has a concern second
to none in this matter. We shall invite the United Na
tions to send observers to one of our next tests so
that they can see how these tests are conducted.

34. Last March, the United States and the United King...
dam declared their intention to conduct nuclear tests
only in such a manner as W01.ud keep world radiation
from rising to more than a small fraction of what
might be hazardous. Indeed, because each year a per
centage of radio-activity dies away, we have reason
to hope that, in the future, any needed testing can be
accomplished without any material raising whatsoever
of the levels of radio-activity in the world.

35. The joint proposals which I described derive from
months, even years, of effort and dJ.scussion. They
were submitted formally on 29 August 1957. The
Soviet Union representative instantly rejected them.
He declared them a "sham". He went on to insist that
the work of the Sub-Committee on Disarmament should
be recessed, and he refused to agree on a d2~e for
the resumption of its task. We cannot believe that
that sweeping~ almost contemptuous, Soviet rejection
is final. Never before have so nlany nations, of such
great military power, joined to make proposals so
far-reaching. Any Government that summarily rejects
them would accept a frightful responsibility before
all the world.

36. Humanity faces 'it tragic future if the t.rd'eat of
war is not brought under control, for tluJ~t would mean
that men, in order to survive, must learn to live as
burrowers in the earth to find protection against death.
It would mean that man would be a slave to the J'apidly
mounting costs of an arms race. It would mean that
individual freedom would give way to the require
ments of survival.

37. The free-world members of the Sub-Committee
on Disarmament reject that future. They accept what"
to some of them, seem sacrifices and to others risks,
in order to chart a course which will reduce the danger
of war _.. not just nuclear war, but all war. Whethe:r
or not the Soviet Union today refuses to follow in that
course~ we can be confident that the enlightened ef
forts that produced these proposals will not have been
in vain. Even if the Soviet Union now reje... ts the joint
proposals, those proposals should not, on that account,
be regarded as dead. Their principles are valid and
will live on.

38. The search for limitation of armaments cannot
be held in a state of suspense. Economic considera
tions alone require efforts to r"Ueve the peoples of the
terrible burden of armaments. Also, there is need
better to assure that the vast power which now re
sides in armaments shall serve only for security and
never as an instrument of purely nationalistic policies.

39. There al'.) today about fifty nations which have
made collective defence pacts as authorized by Article
51 of our Charter. Such a framework is conducive
to the development and application of these principles.
For the very purpose of collective security is to enable
each party to get more security with less armament.
Already, for example, in Western EuroI;e, there is on
the one hand the North Atlantic Treaty OrganizaUon
[NATO], which calls for contributions to a common
defence and on the other hand the 1954 NATO treaty
for Western European Union, which provides for limi
tations upon national armaments.1I

40. If we cannot advance on a univarsal front, let
the nations, wherever possible, draw closer together,
so that, within the limits of safety, we may relieve
the burden, and reduce the risks, of armament.

41. But let us not fatalistically assume that the Soviet
response of last month is its last word. At first, in
its aide-m~moire of 27 April 1954, the Soviet Union
rejected the proposal for an International Atomic
Energy Agency, calling it a scheme which would
serve only "aggressive forces". We persisted then;
let us persist now. If this Organization will put the
weight of its influence behind the principles of the
joint proposals, it is not impossible that thOSr2 prin
ciples will yet obtain universal acceptance. Since the
stakes are so high, no chance, however slight, should
be left untried..
42. I turn now to the Middle East! sped-king first of
a past we would all prefer to forget. But we dare not
forget because, unhappily, the past Uves in the present.

43. Russia's rulel's have long sought domination in
the Middle East. In 1940', when the Soviet leaders
were seeking a division of the world with Hitler, they
stipulated itthat the are~ south of Batum and Baku in
th~ general direction of the Persian Gulf is recognized
as the centre of the aspirations of the Soviet Union"
[Molotov communication to the German Ambassador,
25 November 1940 . In the immediate post-war period
the viet nion prolonged its military occupation of
Iran; it sought trusteeship over Libya, and it fomented
subversion against Greece.

44. Between 1945 and 1949, however, CentralEurope
became the principal theatre of Soviet activiUes. In
1949, after the adoption of the Marshall Plan and the
conclusion of the North Atlantic Treaty, the Soviet
U:alion shifted Its principal effort to the Far East.
There it supported the Communist revolution in China,
the war in Korea and the war in Indo-China.

45. In 1955. after the successful defence of Korea
by the Un~,tec. Nations and the conclusion of the South
East Asia Colle..tive Defence Treaty and other defen
sive pacta, the Soviet rulers again made the Middle
East the centre of their external efforts. This time

.JJ Protocol No. 11 on Forces of West€lrn European Union,
signed at Paris on 23 October 1964.
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they tried to use, in Arab countries, the technique sion. Those who feel an abnormal sense of power, as
that Stalin and Lenin had prescribed for bringing about a result of the recent putting into their hands of
the "amalgamation" .. - that is their word .... of the large amounts of Soviet..bloc arms, are being incited
so-called "colonisJ and dependent peoples" into the against their neighbours by violent propaganda. And
Soviet orbit. This technique, as Lenin specified, in- that, I say, is risky business.
volves incittng na.tionalism to break all ties with the 50. Of course, in this situation the primary responsi
West and thus create so total a dependence upon the bility rests upon the Member States themselves. It is
Soviet Union that it can take full control. they who should abstain from acts of aggression, direct
46. So, in 1955, the Soviet rulers began intensive or indirect. It is they who have an inherent right of in
propaganda designed to incite the Arab nations to be.. dividual and collective self-defence. Nothing that the
lieve that with Soviet arms, Soviet technicians and United Nations can do should lead to the relaxation for
Soviet political backing, they could accomplish ex- one moment of the vigilance and the efforts of each free
treme nationalistic ambitions. This Soviet Communist nation to maintain its own genuine integrity and inde
effort has made progress in byria. There Soviet-bloc pendence and that of every other free nation. Neverthe
arms were exultantly received and there political less, when there is such a situation as that which now
power has increasingly been taken over by those who exists in the Middle East, the General Assembly ought
depend upon Moscow. True patriots have been driven at least to consider it and to discuss it. Discussion, as
from positions of power by arrests or intimidation. our Charter suggests in Article 11, para.graph 2, may
One consequence of this is that Turkey now faces itself be salutary. The United States reserves the right,
growing military danger from the major build..up in the light of that discussion, to introduce concrete
of Soviet arms in Syria on its southern border, a proposals.
build...,up concerted with Soviet military power on. Tur.. '51. It is a tragedy that the Middle East, so rich in
key's northern border. Last week the Soviet Union culture and tradition and contributing so greatly to
sought by intimidation to prevent Turkey from making the material and spiritual welfare of all the world,
internal dispositions of its own security forces. should be distraught, as it is today. The United States

stands ready to contribute generously to the economic
47. I turn now to recall the position of this Organi.. development of the area under conditions which will
zation with respect to so-called indirect aggression. promote and strengthen the freedom and independence
In 1949,. the General Assembly adopted a resolution of the na.tionrJ. This prospect of enlarged freedom and
entitled "Essentials of peace". The resolution calls well-being will never be realized, however, so long
upon every nation "to refrain from any threats or acts, as the area is looked upon as a subject of conquest
direct or indirect, aimed at impairing the freedom, and as a potential h'd.se for the domination of Europe,
independence or integrity of any State •.• " [resolution· Asia and Africa.
290 (IV)J:' When this resolution was voted upon, the
only na ions voting against it were the five Soviet- 52. The United Nations may not be able t by any ma..
bloc States. terial power that it can muster, to tranquilize the

scene. But we can exert our influence. May we at
48. 'J'he United States has consistently supported the least do that, and thereby once again serve the cause
"Esc;entials of peace" resolution, and has done so spe.. of peace, hope and happiness.
cifically in relation to the Middle East. In 1947, when
international comm1.mism was seeking to take over 53. Mr. ADJEI (Ghana): On behalf of the delegation
Greece and threatening Turkey, President Truman of Ghana to the twelfth session of the General Assem
said in a. speech made on 12 March of that year, bly of the United Nations, I bring to the members
"totalitarIan r~gimes imposed on free peoples, by di- cordial greetings from the Government and people of
Tact or indirect aggression, undermine the four..dations Ghana. The members of my delegation and I consider
of international peace". When the Soviet threat to the that under your wise guidance, Mr. PreSident, the
Middle East was recently resumed, the Congress of deliberations at this session will be c')nducted in a
the United States, by a joint resolution adopted on 9 spirit of friendliness and goOQ will and for the mutual
March 1957, declared that "the United States regards ben.efit of all the peoples of t.he world.
as 'Vital to the national interest and world peace tho 54. On 6 March of this year, Ghana became a free,
preservation of the independence and integrity of the independent and sovereign State. Before that date Ghana
nations of the Middle East". It authorized the Presi.. had been a colonial territory known as the Gold Coast
dent to give economic and military assistance to help and had bef.ln ruled by the United Kingdom for nearly
the nations of the Middle East to remain independent. 120 years. The varitld experiences of our people under
It also says, "the United States is prepared to use the colonial system of administration during this long
armed forces to assist any such nation or group of pariod are a matter of recorded history. However,
such nations requesting assistance against armed ag- under the guidance and leadership of Mr. Kwame
gression from any country controlled by international Nkrumah, the Prime Minister of Ghana, independence
communism". On 7 September 1957, President Eis.en.. was achieved without bloodshed, but rathe". through the
hower called attention to the danger in Syria and re- processes of peaceful negotiation and in n. spirit of
affirr~~d his intention to "exercise as needed", the tolerance, mutual understanding and co..operation be..
authoJ!"it1 ~4.'I!en. him by that congressional resolution. tween the 11eopl~ of Ghana and th~ people of the United
49. The b'oviet Communists appear to be engaging in Kingdom.
"acts, dil'ect or indirect, aimed at impairmg the 55. r venture to say that perhaps it is from this back
freedom, independence or integrity" of certain nations ground of experience that the new State of Ghana may
of the Middle East in Violation of the United Nations hope to make a useful contributtnn to the solution
"ESSel"ltials of peace" resolution. Also, we believe of the problems that now afflictmank1nd and also
that thEtSe Soviet acts may lead the recipients of Soviet perhaps to our collective efforts to maintain peace
arms, perhaps unwittingly, into acts of direct aggres.. and security between the nations of the world.

IN!44 UP J4$#.$i!@4%l4:;:;;;
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56. The Government and people of Ghana owe a debt spirit of accC\mmodationand tolerance in the interest
of gratitude to the United Nations. In the first place, of international peace and security and for the common
it was the understanding of our problems and the good of mankind.
actions taken by the Members of the United Nations
that made it possible for a realistic and democratic 63. Again, our Prime Minister has a'ways stated that
solution to be fO'UIld for the problemof Togoland under we consider our independence to be meaningless unless
British administration, which is now unified with the it is closely lwked up with the freedom and ultimate
:tldependent and sovereign State of Ghana by the ex.. liberation of our brothers and sisters in other parts
pressed wishes of the people of Togoland themselves. of the African continent who are still st:ru~Jgling to

free themselves from colonial domination by foreign
57. In the second place, most of the countries repre- Powers. In this regard, we consider that Ghana has
sented in this Assembly have done great honour to a special responsibility and obligation towards all
Ghana by sending delegations to our independence African peoples or peoples of Afric;m descent through
celebrations in the early part of March of this year. out the world who are still struggling to free them
Those countries which were not able to be represented selves from f01>Jign rule, or even who, by the mere
by delegations have also done us great honour by send- reason of their colour, are denied the enjoyment of
ing us their good wishes. the very elementary civil and political rights which

the constitutions of their own States guarantee to all
58. Thirdly, on the recommendation of the Security their citizens.
Council, on 8 March of this year [668th meeting] the
General Assembly unanimously voted in favour of the 64. I should like to request allMembersofthe United
admission of Ghana to membership in the United Na- Nations to take note that the new State of Ghana Is
tions. It is this action, or expression of good will and concerned with the freedom of all African peoples and
confidence by the Members of the United Nations, also with the treatment that is meted 01.lt to all peoples
that has made it possible for the llew State of Ghana of African descent, wherever they may be in any paxt
to be represented in the Assembly. of the world. We appeal to the conscience of the na-

tions, great or small, to join in the crusade for the
59. For the three reasons I have stated, the Govern- observance of the fundamental human rights and free
ment and people of Ghana consider that the United doms which are enshrined in the Charter of the United
Nations and ~ts Member States have done a great Nations.
honour to Ghana, and for this we are grateful. It was
the desire of our Prime Minister, Mr. KwameNkrumah 65. In the view of my delegation, certain incidents
that he should attend the first regular session of the or situations which sometimes appear to be, or are
General Assembly to be held after Ghana became described as, the internal affairs of individual States,
independent and was admitted to membership, in order can be a potential danger and threat to international
to express personally the sincere appreciation and peace and security. We consider that there can be
gratitude of the Government and people of Ghana for aggre,ssion against humanity, even when armed force
all that the United Nations has done for us in the past. has not been used. We also consider it to be an ag
Mr. Nkrumah regrets that it has not been possible g:ression -against humanity even where, within any
for him to come here in person at this time. He has, State, fundamental human rights and freedoms are de
therefore, inetructed my delegation to convey his ap- nied to any section of the national community on the
preciation and gratitude, as well as the appreciation ground of race and colour, as it is the case in some
and gratitude of the Government and people of Ghana countries in the world today. Perhaps within the frame..
for the assistance and good will shownby the Mombers work of this reasoning, it may be necessary for us
to my country. to reconsider and redefine our approach to the whole

theory of aggression as a concept in international
60. I am further instructed to say that the Govern- relations.
ment of Ghana will endeavour to uphold the Purposes
and Principles of the United Nations, as enunciated 66. On the attainment of independence, Ghana, by its
in tne Chart~r, and is determined to support the agreed Dwn free Will, decided to join the Commonwealt..'l of
decisions of the United Nations. Ghana is prepared to Nations. We value our membership in this free asso
make its contribution, however small, in our collec- ciation of indt'pendent States because, in out' view, it
tive effort to promote and maintain international is an example of aF¥/ilociation of free and equal nations
peace and security. for the promotion of international peace and security,

a.nd we wish to support suchan organizationfor as long
61. We believe that by means of couoperation between a.s it lives up to the standards of sound democratic
the Member States of this Organization we shall all principles and respect for the sovereignty of nations.
be able to work together to make the United Nations
th.., :fulfilment of the hopes of many millions of people 6,7• It is the hope of the Government of Ghana that
throughout the world, to the end that in our time and by co-operation with the other independent States of
for several generations to come the peoples of the Africa, an African personality in international affairs
world may live together in peace and security, in can be evolved. It is this hope that has prompted the
harmony and prosperity. desire to arrange a conference of representatives of

the independent States of Africa. This conference,
62. In its relations with oth~r States, Ghana desires Which, it is expected, will take place in Ghana early
to pursue a policy of peace, friendliness and neigh- next yea:r, Is intended to provide a much needed op
bourliness with al1 nations. We desire to cultivate portunity for representatives of themdependentStates
and maintain friendly relations with all nations of Africa to meet to exchange ideas and to discuss
wherever possible, and to be enemy to none. We be- matters of common concern and interest to all the
l1eve that, whatevel' differences may exist in the~'l' peoples of Africa. We hope that the deliberations of
approach to national or international issues, it should the proposed conference will be usr,hl not only to the
be possible for the natiom~ of the world to dev~lop a independent States whiCh take part in it, but also to
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th~ other millions of our fellow Africtm13 in other to free navigation. We believe that this accomplish..
pa~s of the continent who are still struggling to be ment has enhanced incalculably the authority and pres..
free from foreign rule. 'tige of the United Nations. But, though lauding the
68. In our contact with tha United Nations, even be.. action already taken, we add that this Organization
fore Ghana became independent, there has developed must not relax its exertions; it must make certain
a tradition of cordial relations and co-operation. The that the peace it has restored will be maintained.
Government of Ghana hopes that these cordial rela- 75. My delegation wishes to take this opportunity to
tions will continue to grow even more now that Ghana pay tribute to the Secretary..General for his untiring
is independent. efforts when the situation in the Middle Eastwas most
69. On behalf of the Government and people ofGhana, critical. My delegation wishes also to express its
my delegation would wish to commend ~he United Na.. appreciation to the delegation of Canada for proposing
tions and its various agencies for the work that has [563rd meeting that a United Nations Emergency
been accomplished in the past; and we hope that all orce e spa ched to that troubled area, as well as
the Member nations will continue to co..operate in our to the delegations of all the countrieswhichcontributed
collective efforts to maintain peace in the world. contingents to this Force.
70. We have faith in the di~nity of the human, indi.. 76. My delegation believes that so long as freedom
vidual and in the unquenchable vitality of the human and justice ~·,re not firmly established on the basis of
spirit. Ghana will co..operate with all States in this democratic j;lrinciples, peace in the world community
Assembly of nations in an effort to establish a world cannot be secured. In this connexion, I cannot help
fellowship of peace and security. but r?call the wUortunate case of Hungary. This As..

jJ. semb...y, since the fall of bost year, adopted many
71. Mr. FUJIYAMA (Japan). First of all, 1 wish to resolutions relating to the settlement of the Hungarian
extend the felicitations of my delegation to Slr Leslie question, and pursuant to the spirit of the Charter,
Munro on his election as P:resident of the tNelfth it recommended fair and just measures to the parties
session of the General Assembly. To' express our sin.. concerned. But it failed to achieve the results to which
cere congratulations to you, Sir, the representative we earnestly looked forward
of New Zealand, our neighbour in the Pacific com- •
munity, is to express OU1" dee!, satisfaction at your 77• Th~ fact that. the recommendations of the General
election 'to this most eminent position, and to offer Assembly do not carry any compulsion and the fact
assurance that we from Japan are confident that, with that their implementation depmds upon the will of the
your distinguished record of service iH the United parties coucel~ned indicate the present limits of its
Nations and your well..known integrity andwisdom you authority. Nevertheless, we should not forget this re...
will surely fulfil the heavy responsibilities of ~this grettable experience. We should consider it as a lesson
high office. At the same time, we wish to express our in the need to strengthen this body and give this mat..
high respects to Mr. Charles Malik, the Minister of ter our most serious study. In this regard, my dele..
Foreign Affairs of Lebanon for the magnanimity shown gation endorses the report of the Secretary..General.
by him at the time of the ~lection of the President of It is our sincere expectation that when the opportunity
the present session. for revision of the Charter presents itself, all Member

States, in the interests of world peace, will demons..
72. It is the fundamental policy of my Govornment to trate their good judgement and zeal for the improvfl
respect the principles and spirit of the Charter of ment of the present situation.
the United Nations. The people of Ja.pan wish most
ardently that the foundations of this world Organiza.. 78. The problem of world peace and the problem of
tion will become ever more strong and firm and that world security, being essentially the same, are indi
the U~jted Nations will in name as well as in fact visible. On this incontrovertible premise, I feel that
continue to develop into a. truly formidable agency for all States, acting through the United Nations~ should
the maintenance of world peace. In accordance with co..operate fully to bring about under feasible and
this fundamental policy, and as a Member of this effective international controls the reduction of
Organization as well as of the Asian commWlity of armaments, especially the abolition of nuclear wea..
nations, my country desires to part:Lcipate in all the pons.
activities of the various organs of the United Nations 79. The people and Government of Japan have watched
and by virtue of our deeds to demonstr9..te our will to with great hope and concern the progress of the Sub..
contribute th~ fullest measure of our efforts to the Committee of the DiElarmament CommiSSion after the
work of this Organization for securing and maintain.. resumption of its meetings follOWing the suspension
lng world peace. of the eleventh session of the Assembly. From these
73. On the occasion of the opening of the twelfth meetings there came strong indications that the Powers
session of the General Assembly, I wish to present concerned, for the first time since the second World
the views of my delegattJn on the various problems War, were at last coming closer together. The people
confronting the United Nations. of the world were hopeful that the consummation of

a general or partial disarmament agreement, adequate
74. It is a source of gratification that the General to guarantee international security would putan end to
Assembly at its eleventh session, following an emer.. the unrelieved nightmare of nuclea~ war.
gency session, succeeded in bringing abouta cessation
of hostilities in the Middle East and that, pursuant 80. But to our profound disappointment the Sub-
.to this historic action, the Suez Canal is again open Committee failed to achieve any concrete results by

the time of the opening of the twelfth session. The
people of Japan, more than any other people, know

.:Id Mr. Fujiyama spoke in Japanese. The English version of directly the horrors of nuclear war. They earnestly
his statement was supplied by the delegation. believe that 1t ,s their bounden duty to propose and to
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support measures for the solution of this great issue,
purely from the standpoint of humanity, so that people
everywhere will forever be rid of the unspeakable
tragedy that nuclear warfare engenders.

81. It is incumbent upon all of us to recognize with
the greatest clarity the all..consuming truth that the
whole future of mankind hinges upon. the p-roblem of
disarmament, the foremost challenge now confronting
the United Nations. We are thrust into the moment of
decision: Shall we be led t.o destruction or shall we
enjoy the abundant life? The issue is far too gigantic
to be the private dOllL.'in of the few nations alone now
party to the discussions. It is equally the problem of
all Member States, and indeed the unencling concern
of all mankind. Measures to solve this problem cannot
and should not be dictated by the tactical and strategic
considerations of the great Powers concerned. We
must resolutely denounce the attempts of any single
nation to utilize the disarmament negotiations as
instruments of political propaganda. Our hearts and O'lr
minds must be deeply sensitive to the certainty that
the destiny of mankind truly dependr upon whether we
succeed or fail in our efforts to find a solution to tllis
problem. I appeal to the great Powers concerned to
endeavour, with a true sense of hUmility, to overcome
all political obstructions and to seek an early solution
of this problem in a spirit of conciliation 'tnd mutual
trust.

82. In view of the importance ar.d complexity of the
issues involved, it i~ desirablfJ, as a formula for
s6ttlement, to seek a comprehensive agreementwhich
give& conSideration to a b'"lance of the various asnects
of disaI/mament. My delegation is satisfied ancewel...
comes the fact that tile Western proposals, while
giving importanc~ to this point, embrace the sus~n..
sion of nuclear tests. The people and GovernmGilt of
Japan, from their e"wn experience and from humani
tarian motives, attach great \mportance to the sus
pension of nuclear test explosions. We believe that
this prob19m commands a far greater urgency than the
other aspects of disarmament. My Government be
lieves that the suspension of tests under necessary
conditions, such as control and inspection, and with
goodwill and trust among the Powers concerned, will
surely have a favourable effect toward imr.elling action
on the whole problem ofdisarmament. Henc.~~ my dele
gation wishes to make every effort toward th~ attain
ment at this session of the GeneralAssembly of some
kind of settlement of this question.
83, Although in the area of disarmament no agree
ment has yet been reached on the control of nuclear
materials for weapons purposes, it is most hearten..
ing that in the area of peaceful uses of such materials
a system of control has been established within the
framework of the United Nations. Let us earnestly
hope that the development of the International Atomic
Energy Agency will substantially buttress our efforts
to bring about the prohibition of the manufacture of
nuclear weapons.
84. My delegation joins other delegations in extending
a warm welcome to anew, independent State and a
new Member of our Organization, the Federation of
Malaya, followinr, the admission of Ghana. I am sure
that this new State, in its glorious independence, will
walk the road of progress and prosperity, and that,
as a Member of the United Nations, it will play an
important role in the establishment of world peace
and freedom.

a'4:' IQ4'. >

85. The problem common to all peoples of the Asian
and African areas today is national independence and
their yearning for social and economic progress so
as to ensure their political independence. The people
of Japan pay their high respects to the peoples of
these areas for their determination to blaze their own
future through their own efforts in order to attain
true freedom and independence as well as a better
standard of living. As a member of the Asian com
munity, the people of Japan feel a deep sense of sym..
pathy with the hopes ami aspirations of these peoplos.,
I need not say that such independence should be
achieved on the basis of self-determination all,a in the
spirit of the Charter of the United Nations. It is the
belief of my delegation that, in the settlement of dis
putes involving the principle of self-determination, the
aspirations of the people should be fully respected
and primary consideration given to ensuring their
basic human rights and freEdom and to promoting
their welfare. Any syst~m that denies their aspira
tions will never last; it will inevitably collapse. In
deed, such a system may well become a factor that
disturbs the peace. So long as this principle is re
spected, I believe that specific formulas for settle
ment should be studied in accordance with the his~
torical background and the conditions of each people
separately. At the same time, we believe that it is
also incumbent upon peoples who are in the process
of attaining independence to desist from narrow
minded and ar.bitrary actions and to work for their
political, economic and so~ial progress 1."1 a sp!rit
of tolerance and trust.

86. On the occasion of the admiossion of the new
independent State, the Federation of Malaya, I cannot.
help but think of the problem of the divided States,
a problem which persists even now, twelve years
after the ·war. I am unable to conceal my profound
sympathy toward the Republic ofKOl.ia, Viet-Naro., rwd
the Federal Republic of Germany. I earnestly pray
that these countries will succeed in achieving early
reunification by free, democratic and peaceful means
and that they will join our ranks as Members of this
Organization.

87. I wish next to present the views of my delegation
with respect to recent world economic trends and the
problem of the so-called under-developed areas.

88. Viewed as a whole, there has been a great in..
crease in world trade in recent years. Yet, for all
this expansion, we cannot faH to note certain un
healthy trends. There is a large gap between the trade
increase of the advanced industrial countries and that
of the under-developed countries. Exports of food and
agricultural raw materials to the advaneed industrial
countries, upon which the under..developed countries
depend so heavily for their sustenance, are becoming
stagnant or are decreasing. Should this trend continue,
the disparity in the tempo of economic development
between them will become increaoingly great and may
well become a cause of political and economic in
stability in the world.

89. Related to this trend is another situation which
demands our attention. I refer to the recent worsen
ing of the dollar balance of most of tho countries of
the world, a situation which is particularly acute
among the under-developed countries of South-East
Asia. The basic cause therefor lM.y be laid to the
,.9hange in trade patterns since the war, but it must
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be rec,')gnized that the under-developed countl'ies re
quire a considerable length of time to adapt them..
seives to this change. Hence, if any further increase
in the disequilibrium is to be avoided, it is necessary'
for the advanced countries themselves to take the
initiative and make positive efforts to adjust the situa
tion. Az to the means of adjustment, I venture to say
that there is no other way than for the advanced coun
tries to do their utmost to remove bar ,-ters to im
ports and, at the same time, to promote the flow of
governmfmt and private capital to the under-developed
countries. My delegation earnestly hopes that an ap
preciation of this unhealthy state of affairs will be
further deepeHed, especially in countries whose trade
balance continues to show a large excess of exports
ovel' imports and which enjoy \a:rge reserves of foreign
exchange.
90. Further, my delegation cannot overlook the fact
that the e··..tension of capital and technology so neces
sary for the development of under-developed areas is
not proceeding satisfactorily because, more likely
than nnt, of various politinal considerations. In order to
maiutain and promote world peace, the development
and progress of the under-de"~loped areas cannot be
neglected because of immediate politipal factors. For
this reason, I ha:ve & deep respect for the United Na
tions for th" serious and energetic efforts J.t has made
to establish the Special United Nations Fund for Eco
nomic De:velopment. My delegation looks withhope and
expectation to the time ..- which we trust will be
soon .... when the countries conr;erned will have com..
pleted their deliberations on tMs programme anu, with
full preparations to ensur~ effective results, will
bring it into practical effect.
91. There cannot be peace in the world without peace
in Asf,a. And peace in Asia cannot be secured without
bringing econo»J.ic prosperity and social well-being to
this area. My country is resolved to do its utmost
toward ilie realization of Asian economic prosperity
and social well-being in co..operation, not only with
the countri&s of Asia, but also with the friendly coun..
tries of other areas.

Litho. in U.N.

92. Now a word regarding the liberalization of trade•
The elimination of artificial barriers and other re..
strictions to trade imposed for seUish motives is
a condition essential to world economic prosperity
and f:;tability. :My delegation has a deep interest in the
work of the United Nations in this important area of
activity. We emphasize to our fellow representatives
that co-operation among nations through the medium
of trade is the only way to maintain the livelihood of
peoples all over the world.

93. Finally, a few words on the population problem.
There are cOlmtries in the world today which have
reached the limit of internal development and are
suffering from over-population, and countries which,
though they have undeveloped lands WAd resources,
lack human resources and desire therefore to receive
immigrants. It is my belief that the United Nations
can play the role of an intermediary between these
two types of countries. I earnestly hope that the United
Nations, acting through its several agencies in behaU
of areas which require manpower resources and with
the concurrence of the countries concerned, will ex
tend its good offices to effect the utilization of excess
manpower, technology and capital for the benefit of
all concerned. I also look to the day when emigration
among nations will become evsr more free. My dele
gation expresses this hope because we believe the
solution of the problem of population is not only in
th9 interest of the cOWltries directly concerned; itwill
also contribute to the general weUare of the 'InUre
world.
94. I have expressed the basic position and hopes of
my delegation on what we consider to be the majo:t.'
problems before the Assembly at its present session.

95. Mr. President, it is my hope that this sossion
under your presidency will achieve a full measure of
success. My delegation gives you its assurance that it
will make every efiort to fulfil that hop!.

The meeting rose at 12.15 p.m.
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